Sees the bigger game in
everything

Alivening
Multi streaming

Loves being a source of the new

Alivens the unimaginable

Creates from the Edge

Expresses pure genius

Sources the Win,Win,Win

that is available

Radically open

Catalyses momentum and flow

Genius
- Plays from field
of genius

- Streams own
unique genius

Senses and speaks potential
Keeps the focus on brilliance & vision
Uses energy & emotion to fuel
creation
Opens up perspectives to create
momentum
Applies resources in brilliant ways

Sees and speaks the genius of others
Brings out the brilliance in others
Super conscious co-creation
Aligns it all to the bigger game

Genius Leadership is about always looking for the
bigger game in everything. You just love being a
source and creator of the new.
You create from the Edge and love to stand at
the edge and reach beyond what is to what can
be.

Genius Leadership stands in a field of contribution,
knowing that we are all connected & sourcing the
Win,Win,Win for everyone.
Confidence and ego don’t exist here, only the
willingness to go into the unchartered and be the
most expanded you can be.
You are radically open to what comes up and
know that you can shape the New from there.
These qualities abound:
• Innovative & Imaginative
• Playful
• Liberating
• Excitement of the unknown

Genius Leadership is all about being creational. It has a dynamic
capacity to see beyond existing realities and boundaries to an
exploration of new possibilities. You have the capacity to go
beyond what is known and already in place and bring to the
fore previously unimaginable ideas. You see things that haven’t
been seen before. Your expanded landscape brings new things
into play, whether that is an idea, an understanding or a new
way of creating something in the world.

You work at a whole new level, beyond brainstorming, where you leap into the realm of what you don’t know
There is the capacity to see things from radically different perspectives. Genius leadership is marked by the
capacity to see a flow of possibilities without any constraint. As abstract ideas pop through you are able to sense
and know which ideas have some potential in the future to truly become a reality.
Creational fundamentals are:
- What exists now doesn’t define or limit what is possible

- The ‘unseen’ is often waiting to get expressed or engaged with
- When abstract ideas get expressed there is a knowing available as to what can get formed into
innovation.
- Disconnected possibilities come together at some point to create something greater.
Genius Leadership is also multi streaming. Multiple projects and ideas can stream through. You bring energy,
passion and genius to everything in such a way that it gets alivened in the world, activating awareness,
connection and creating passion and interest in those connected.
There is momentum and flow that brings things to fruition in concrete and meaningful ways.

Genius Leadership seizes the moment by being aware of what wants to happen and catalysing movement
and creation. You sense potential and have the vision to see what wants to be created.
You have the capacity to bring to life what is really wanted. You know how to bring out the brilliance of
others, expanding their lens, their sense of self and their desire to contribute.
Conversation and activity are focused on brilliance creation and the wider vision and operates beyond
personal needs and ego. You work with resources to ensure that they are applied in brilliant ways and flow
where they are best used.

Genius Leaders are super
comfortable with emotion, knowing
it is energy in motion and pointing to
something bigger and can get hold of
that and work with it to get it
expressed as brilliance.
There is always an intention that
everything will be perfect and there is
an authority to turn it all out
brilliantly for everyone

Genius Leadership is all about operating in new ways and the way that Genius Leaders co-source
is really distinct. They connect vibrantly with customers, alliances, and partners and all the other
people connected and impacted by what they are up to. They are inspiring and free up everyone
to bring their own unique genius through.
There is a freedom and expansion that happens in Co-sourcing and a dynamic understanding of
how to co-create ways of working that bring out the brilliance of all players.
Genius Leadership is about having vision that is inclusive and knows how to expand to include all
desire, vision and creation so that working together come easily and naturally. This comes from a
place of a big WE. And not a desire for ME to do better to be seen more.
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